SUPPLY LIST - THANKFUL
Gertie 10” x 12” dusty green print (dress)
		 11” x 14” dusty orange (sweater)
		 2” x 4” cream (collar)
		 6” square dark brown (hair)
		 10” x 14” brown plaid print (hat)
		 3” square darker brown (inside hat by hair)
		 10” square peach (skin)
		 Small scraps lavender, teal and green (flowers on hat and leaves)
		
Background 5/8 yard light cream print
		
(this is EXACTLY the amount you need, if you want a bit of wiggle room get 3/4 yard)
Checker border 1/4 yard light dusty orange
		 1/8 yard dusty orange (same dusty orange used in Gertie’s sweater)
		
3/8 yard cream
		
Small scraps lavender, light brown (same lavender used in the flowers)
Outside border

1/2 yard dusty purple print

Binding

3/8 yard dusty purple stripe

Backing

1 1/2 yard (this includes an overage on each side for long-arm quilting)

Embellishments Embroidery floss:
		
dark brown words and Gertie’s face
		
color to match sweater fabric
		
color a little darker to match than hat fabric
		
color to match hair fabric
		 Buttons:
		(7) cream 7/16”/11mm (dress)
		 Ribbon:
		
peach/orange (hat band)
Backing/Stabilizer This is just a note...You may want to back your text embroidery with a stabilizer because
		 the floss might show through to the front. I did NOT, but I embroidered each individual
		 letter, tied a knot, cut my thread and moved on to the next letter.

All designs and artwork are protected by copyright and cannot be reproduced without permission.
Please respect my ownership of this design and the hard work that went into creating this pattern by
not distributing photocopies.
Thank you.
Holly Mabutas
Eat Cake Graphics
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Owner, artist, general overseer of whimsy
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